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As any firearm owner knows, buying a new gun isn’t enough. You need ammo, accessories, and 
other supplies to complete the experience. Thankfully, you can find everything you need from 
one source: Cheaper Than Dirt! From ammo to optics, this brand offers the tools, supplies, and 
accessories to customize your new gun and make it range-ready. Here are a few of the things 
you can find on the Cheaper Than Dirt site. 
 

 
 
Ammo 
 
Ammo is one of the first things you will need for your new gun, especially if it’s chambered in a 
caliber you haven’t previously used. You might want to start with bulk ammo, so you have 
plenty on hand for your next range day. You can find a wide range of ammo at Cheaper Than 
Dirt, whether you’re looking for cheap ammo to shoot all day or high-quality ammo to help you 
be more precise during a competition. The best part is they have what you need in stock, and 
they’re ready to ship it out fast! 
 
Optics 
 
You’ve just bought a new rifle but want to add an optic to it. Cheaper Than Dirt can help with a 
wide variety of optics, from scopes to red dots, that can help you aim better than iron sights 
can. You can also find optic mounts, such as scope rings, which will help you keep the optic 
zeroed and steady on your firearm.  
 
Upgrades and Parts 
 
From drop-in triggers to upgraded mag release buttons, you can find premium components to 
customize your new firearm at Cheaper Than Dirt. There are plenty of accessories and upgrades 

https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/ammunition/
https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/ammunition/bulk/
https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/


to choose from, all available at competitive prices. Change out the bolt or barrel, add canted 
iron sights and a vertical grip, or change out the stock of your new gun to make it easier and 
more comfortable for you to use. Explore the variety of components and parts available from 
Cheaper Than Dirt. 
 
Carrying Cases 
 
You probably want to keep your new 30-30 Winchester or other gun protected, which is why 
Cheaper Than Dirt offers a variety of cases for various rifles, shotguns, and handguns. Whether 
you want a soft case, gun sock, or hardshell case, Cheaper Than Dirt has you covered. Cheaper 
Than Dirt also offers a selection of gun safes and other safe storage essentials.  
 
Targets 
 
Finally, you'll need something to shoot at when you head to the range with your new gun. At 
Cheaper Than Dirt, you can find all kinds of targets. Hit a paper bullseye, make steel ring, or try 
shooting a reactive target. You can also find target holders to keep your targets in place. Go 
beyond plinking tin cans and check out the full selection of targets available from Cheaper Than 
Dirt! 
 
Cheaper Than Dirt offers everything you need to enjoy your new gun  
at https://www.cheaperthandirt.com/  

 

Original Source: https://bit.ly/49vwMje 
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